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Overview of RGB-D SLAM map building
methods
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Abstract—Real-time mapping and positioning and navigation

It is for the processing end to rebuild the map model

of robots have always been a hot topic which is the key to

according to the environmental information collected by the

autonomous movement of robots in unknown and known

image equipment; and even the environmental information

environments. In SLAM field, the VSLAM technology based on

is rather complex, the modeling work can also be

RGB-D camera has become a hot research topic in the

completed.When3D map model reconstruction technology

unmanned field. The environment information captured by the

is introduced to SLAM mapping, the robot can carry deep

visual camera is used for real-time map construction and

camera or a multi-threaded laser radar to scan for the

autonomous exploration and path planning are carried out

map.Then,the environment information needed for map

according to the constructed map. This article mainly includes

reconstruction

three parts: image feature extraction, map perception and map

information obtained by sensors is classified.Therefore,it is

building and the combination of map building and depth

extremely important to change the traditional environment

learning algorithm. It describes RGB-D SLAM map building

information-collecting method and information processing

methods and discusses the research and development direction

technology. Facing the complex and changing environment

of SLAM map building navigation technology.

and the development trend of human-computer interaction,

Index

Terms—VSLAM;

Map-Building;

Map-Aware;

obtained,

and

the

environment

the multi-intelligent-device collaborative platform, which is
more intelligent, can provide better service for people. By

RGB-D; Deep-Learning.

I.

is

taking visual camera as the sensor, SLAM which based on

INTRODUCTION

Robots and UAV have the functions of automatic

machine vision technology and computer image processing

navigation, environment exploration, mapping and path

technology is VSLAM (visual SLAM). VSLAM adopts

planning according to the environment information

binocular camera, monocular camera and other depth

collected by sensing network at a location. These functions

cameras, such as RGB-D camera. The collected RGB

are

and

images and environmental depth information are then

mapping).SLAM robots have been used in robot vacuum

filtered, matched and reconstructed according to the

cleaners and driverless vehicles. They are equipped with

machine vision algorithm for mapping.

called

SLAM

(simultaneous

localization

few sensors and can complete mapping and navigation in

This paper takes RGB-D camera as the primary sensing

one duty cycle. The SLAM technology at early stage was

device of VSLAM and describes its mapping methods. As

based on 2D maps of single-threaded laser radar and

the best one of visual equipment, RGB-D camera is

acoustic molding. With the increasing function demand of

powerful and simple, and it can obtain the color

robot, multi-dimension map models are needed for complex

information and depth information of environment at the

location environment.However, the acoustic modeling is

same time. Taking KINECT for example, it can collect

easily disturbed by environment, and laser radar builds

color images and environment deep information, and can

maps with rapid speed and wide range, other kinds of

sense surrounding environment information by optical

sensors need to be used for SLAM navigation. In recent

imaging and digital filtering. Kinect is a RGB-D camera

years,3D map model reconstruction has become a research

and a motion sensing camera produced by Microsoft for

hot spot in the computer image processing.

Xbox video game consoles, which is used for motion
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price and wide user and platform, has been widely used in
extraction, map environment awareness methods and
computer image processing and machine vision. In the past,

mapping, and combination of map construction and deep

laser radar was trended to be taken as main information

learning algorithm, presents the RGB-D SLAM mapping

collection sensing device in the field of SLAM. It had

method, and discusses the research development direction

faster speed and higher accuracy than other sensors.

of SLAM mapping navigation technology.

However, because it needed to adopt multiple threaded
equipment with high cost and is inferior to visual sensors in
details, it was not used widely. Now, the visual sensor is
taken as the mainstream equipment for information
collection. It can be seen from above discussion that the
procedure by using RGB-D as the primary sensing device

Fig.1.VSLAM Process Diagram

II.

IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION

of SLAM system and by using machine vision and

Image filtering is an early implementation program of

computer visual as core algorithm has become the

image processing based on monocular vision VSLAM

mainstream plan in relevant VSLAM fields. In traditional

technology [7]-[10]. The extended Kalman filter algorithm

VSLAM visual navigation, the calibration technology of

is used based on monocular vision VSLAM. It is mainly to

space and plane map points has adopted monocular or

represent the map coordinates and depth information

binocular cameras. Based on its characteristics, the RGB-D

captured by sensors through state vector, and the

camera is superior to the former in obtaining depth

uncertainty is summed up by probability model. When the

information and environmental information. When a

probability model and observation model are built, the state

RGB-D camera(for example, Kinect) is used to collect

vector and the information collected by the sensors are

surrounding environment information by taking the

processed through state vectors to obtain mean value and

principle of red structured light and fright time as the

variance for improvement, which is the process of extended

information-collecting plan, its working principle is

Kalman filter. Extended Kalman filter is with linear

analogic with the working mode of laser radar. The RGB-D

computation, the use of extended Kalman filter algorithm

camera not only inherits the imaging characteristics of the

in VSLAM system will lead to uncertainty problem. In

optical camera, but also has the fast and high efficiency

reference [5]-[7], an unscented Kalman filter algorithm is

characteristic of the radar. Therefore, as the main sensing

introduced. In order to solve the linearization problem in

equipment of the VSLAM technology, the RGB-D SLAM

extended Kalman filter algorithm, another method is

technology has become the mainstream of the development.

introduced at the same time-the lossless Kalman filtering

The mapping framework of RGB-D SLAM is shown in

algorithm, which is combined with monocular vision.

figure 1.Firstly, RGB images and environment depth

However, the lossless Kalman filtering algorithm increases

information are collected by the RGB-D camera, and the

the computation complexity but solves the uncertainty

3D spatial coordinates of the descriptor are obtained by the

problem of system uncertainty. In reference [14]-[15], a

analysis of the improved ORB algorithm on the feature

method of combining particle filter with monocular vision

points of the image. Then, the best optimal matching effect

positioning is introduced, which is helpful to the attitude

is obtained by the registration and matching filtering of

motion calculation of camera. The summary of VSLAM

descriptors based on coordinates. Next, it comes to the key

based filtering method is shown in Fig. 2.As the VSLAM

frame extraction and the initial point cloud image mosaic

system using filtering algorithm will be affected by linear

process through conversion matrix. The image mosaic

computation and the computational complexity is high, the

process improves the efficiency and robustness of the

scheme of combining key frames with VSLAM system is

system by the optimized algorithm, and the optimization

introduced. In reference [19], a VSLAM system based on

process is completed by visual odometer, back-end and

key frame extraction is proposed, which classifies visual

loop detection. Finally, a complete 3 D color point cloud

mapping, loop detection and navigation as parallel tasks. In

map is generated. This paper mainly includes image feature

reference [16], an algorithm with key frame extraction is
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particle filter for mobile robot calculation of camera pose
presented. And in VSLAM system, mapping and
navigation exit at the same time and are taken as two parts

SLAM usingmonocular vision

to be processed in parallel. In this reference, the improved

motion.
The co-existing mapping and

FAST angular points can be used to extract the same ORB

Parallel Tracking and

navigation are divided into two

image features, which can be effectively optimized and

Mappingfor Small AR

parts and are processed in

corrected in loop detection so to ensure the validity and

Workspaces

integrity of image feature extraction.
The use of point feature is the mainstream of image

parallel.

ORB⁃SLAM: A Versatile and

A VSLAM system based on

Accurate Monocular SLAM

the extraction of key frames is

feature extraction, and the use of ORB feature [23] and

System

proposed.

SIFT [25] feature of improved FSAT angular points is the

An unscented Kalman filter

main use scheme. SIFT has been developed from the 1990s

algorithm is described to solve

to now and has made great achievements. SIFT adopts

A Brain-inspired SLAM

the problem of linearization

128-dimension vector for presentation. So, compared with

System Based on ORB

during the using of extended

other methods, the rotation, scale and radiation are

Features

Kalman filter algorithm.

invariable. However, the vector dimension is too high,

III. MAP ENVIRONMENT AWARENESS

which increases the time complexity, but the algorithm is

METHODS

with robustness when it is affected by surrounding

The core of VSLAM system is the awareness on the

environment (such as optical flow field). In reference

surrounding environment. With the development of SLAM

[30]-[32], a method of SUFR feature extraction is proposed,

technology, semantic maps appear in the field of SLAM

which reduces the time complexity of VSLAM because of

map construction.Semantic maps have the properties of

its special computation. In reference [34]-[35], efficiency of

connotation,

the SIFT feature algorithm is compared with the original

According to these attributes, the environment can be

one and proves that the efficiency is seven times higher.

predicted better,the path of the robot can be optimized

The improved method of ORB feature descriptor based on

better,the performance of human-computer interaction can

FAST angular points [33] is proposed by Ethan Rublee [20].

be improved, and people can better understand the detailed

Because the speed of binary descriptor is faster and more

information

efficient than that of conventional ones, which shortens the

ambient awareness in complex and volatile public places

work cycle of ORB feature, the combination of binary

can

feature descriptors and BRIEF [21] effectively solves this

misjudge. Before the use of scene awareness, many SLAM

problem. ORB feature description is the Euclidean distance

engineers have adopted location awareness technology,by

between feature vectors, which take the matching

which extracts the features of the information captured by

computation between STFT and SUFR of adjacent frames

the sensing devices is extracted and compared with the

as the measurement. In reference [36]-[38], a method based

previous captured information [41]. Thus, the current

on ORB feature description is described.

environmental information is obtained without considering

Table 1. Comparison of image filtering
Literature

root

of

effectively

label

the
avoid

and

detection

environment.The
information

spacerange.

use

redundancy

of
and

the robustness and stability of the system [40]However, as

Means

scene awarenessmeans that the information itself has the

SLAM with a single camera

interactive learning function,which is more practical than

Real⁃time simultaneous

The extended Kalman filter

scene recognition in application.In some special locations,

localisation andmapping with

algorithm is adopted based on

there is not much difference between visual awareness and

monocular vision VSLAM.

recognition.Visual awareness technology can identity

A

a single camera

combining

locations by calibrating the surrounding environment with

Rao⁃Blackwellised particle

particle filter with monocular

visual information collection devices.Compared with the

filter

vision location is introduced,

awareness semantic map,visual recognition needs to obtain

which

the relevant information of the detection environment in

Vision⁃based SLAMusing the

Novel Rao-Blackwellized
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Detecting and
The video streaming is analyzed for plane
advance for complete recognition.Sometimes,when the
scene environment has low complexity and small

labeling places

awareness. Then, objects with features

variation,there is no clear distinction between recognition

using online

are mined from the collected plane

and awareness, and some recognition techniques may be

change-point

images, and are classified by Bayesian

superior to the awareness technology [40-42]. This paper

detection.

model.

will discuss different sensing information in the visual

Under the condition that the image extraction is suitable

information of environment layout,geometric information

for indoor scene awareness,Quattoni and more [45] have

of environment layout and user-oriented information.

proposed a method to judge the overall information of the

A.

map based on the detected local information.Pronobis and

Location Awareness based on Visual Information
of Environment Layout

more [48] first usedthe classifier of support vector machine

Large amounts of environment information is obtained

to complete the sensing of environment, and then presented

by visual sensors,which can provide more rich environment

a method to integrate CRFH and SIFT information [49], in

information.Intelligent devices can obtain the 2D and 3D

order to achieve better awareness effect.Madokoro and

information

by visual

more[46] and Luo and more [51] introducedseparately

sensors.The visual information of environment layout is

amethod of unsupervised scene information awareness and

described in three kinds of spacial distributions with 2D

a method that image information improved the fitness and

and 3D information.

time validity of scene awareness by using incremental

1)

Location Awareness based on Visual Information of

support vector machine. Luo and more [50] linked

Plat Image

reference [43] and [48] by support vector machine so to

of

surrounding

environment

Relevant methods of location awareness is mainly based

make intelligent devices have the ability of independent

on plat image by taking image feature as a clue.The key

judgement. Ranganathan [54] carried out the plane

problem in the research is to search the image

awareness through the analysis of video stream,which was

feature(combination)

processing

to search objects with features from the collected plane

framework that suitable for location description.For 2D

images and then to classify it by Bayesian model,and

environment information,it is to get the platform image by

finally to finish the scene detection by identified and

visual sensing devices,to distract image features,and to

classified information.The summery of awareness methods

classify the features.Therefore,the collection and processing

for plane images in references is shown in Table.2.When

of 2D information emphasizes on the obtaining of feature

RGB-D sensor is used as the main sensing device for plane

combination of image information and the algorithm

image collection, RGB information and depth information

framework used for processing.

are obtained by RGB-D.Jung and more [59] have verified

Table 2. The summery of awareness methods for plane images

the reliability of the awareness from grayscale image and

and

corresponding

Means

depth information on environmental information by

A method of the judgment on the global

dividing grayscale image and depth information into

information of map based on the detected

different locations. Dynamic Bayesian mixture model is

local information.

used to classify the information collected by RGB-D

Literature

Recognizing indoor
scenes.
Supervised

sensors [56] and to improve the robustness of the

learning of places

system.For the verification on the use of open source

from range data
using AdaBoost.
A discriminative
approach to robust

database as information source,some VSLAM researchers
A method of the judgement on the global
information of map based on the detected
local information.

have proposed to optimize the local awareness information
collected by visual sensing devices againsttheoverall
information. The plane image information has high

visual place

collection rateand strong autonomy. However,as the spatial

recognition.

information data is lacked, it is not suitable for 3D spatial
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model and is not applicable under the environment with
model planning bythe classifier, which can fully improve
complex and changeable elements.

the stability of the system and the independent judgment

2)

ability of the intelligent equipment.

Location Awareness based on 3D Image
Images of plane awareness lack 3D information data in

spatial awareness.Now, more and more 3D sensing devices

3)

Location Awareness base on Space Distribution of

Image Sequence

are used for recognition and sensing of intelligent devices.

The space distribution information based on image

3D sensing devices,which are easy to operate,can directly

sequence is classified according to different environmental

obtain

surrounding

modes and its unique spatial information, and then the

environment.The map model generated from the integration

classified results are mapped into the constructed map

of the RGB information of the surrounding environment

model.W.

and the depth information is called the 3D map model

map-building into three categories according to the special

[65],which isshown in Figure 2.The intelligent device can

information of space. It is firstly to classify the spacial

finish the tasks of exploration and path planning according

areas in plane according to the clustering algorithm,and

to the 3D map.

then to combine with the spatial vertical depth information

3D

information

of

their

Hao

and more

[63] have

divided

the

and the spatial awareness information.Reference [62] has
proposed to divide spacial environment according to the
clustering method.It is to use large obstacles such as the
walls of the room for spacial classification. However,as
each part of the space is completely isolated and is not
contacted with each other in this method,which is not
applicable in wide places.In the large-scale scene
environment, reference [64] has suggested to use portable
sensors.And multi-mobile terminals are used to explore and
Fig.2.VSLAM Process Diagram

sensing in the partitioned space environment,and all

In traditional VSLAM system,2D plane map model came

terminal sensor devices are clustered to obtain the semantic

after the exploration mapping.With the population of

information of the map environment,so to complete the

RGB-D SLAM technology,intelligent devices can process

sensing task of the space.

the environment information collected by visual sensing
devices to generate 3D Point Cloud Map [57-62].3D point
cloud map can rebuilt the real 3D map, and express the
spatial information intuitively.It is necessary to use PCL
point cloud library in the construction of point cloud map.
As the freedom degree ofintelligent devices’ motion is
high,in reference [62], the local description plan is used to
consider the global description scheme and a classifier is
used to classify the generated local detection environment
model. When the data collected by RGB-D camera is
processed, the point cloud data is firstly processed to obtain
the corresponding point cloud spatial environment in
reference [61], and the feature description factor is obtained
according to its characteristics;then,the scheme in reference
[62] is combined for the identification of the scene
classification.In the above scheme,the collected point cloud
data is used to generate the local point cloud map for map

DOI:10.17605/OSF.IO/G8QDJ

B.

Location Awareness base on Geometry Information
of Environment Layout
In the field of spatial awareness,the entity restore of

surrounding environment elements is the mainstream of the
research direction.Besides,it is also an effective method to
describe and plan the geometric information of the
elements in

the

space

[66,67],and to obtain

the

corresponding scene classification by analyzing the
geometric information of elements. The restore process of
actual elements is finished at the last stage,in which the
first task is to obtain the geometric information of spatial
elements. In reference [66.67], a relatively simple artificial
environment than complex and changing environment
informationhasbeen

introduced,in

which

spatial

information is described by feature vector,and then the
awareness of spacial information is realized for element
classification according to the basis of vectors.
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Table 3. The environment awareness guided by users in VSLAM

Literature

Means

Interactive SLAM using laser and

The equipment scans and locates on the surrounding environment with sensing

advanced sonar

devices, and generates a map with coordinates. Then the semantic segmentation of the
map is carried out according to the coordinates.

Enabling a robot to learn new places in a

When RGB-D visual camera is used for the collection of environmental elements, the

real home environment by integrating

segmentation calculation and recognition of the object are carried out. The

spoken dialog and visual localization

experimental results show that the complete recognition and judgment can be finished
by man-machine interaction.

Living with robots: interactive
environmental knowledge acquisition
Interactive semantic mapping:
experimental evaluation
Bringing together human and robotic
environment representations-a pilot

The intelligent device can combine the detected information of map environment

study.

elements with the information of human-computer for the optimization of results.

C. Location Awareness based on Guidance of User
Human-computer interaction and the improvement of

environment elements and human-computer interaction

autonomous learning ability is one of the characteristic for

information to achieve a better perception effect.And the

semantic SLAM.The intelligent

equipment has the

correct environment elements obtained and the changing

autonomous learning ability,which not only can obtain

information are transmitted to the intelligent equipment for

environment elements by sensors,but also can obtain

the optimization of results in reference[72].

information from human.In the intelligent equipment,the

It can been seen from the above discussion on the

learning database is its brain.The database is composed

awareness methods of three kinds of environment elements

with large amounts of data,and intelligent devices can get

that the development direction of VSLAM semantic maps

the autonomous characteristic by the training and learning

is the artificial intelligence in which intelligent devices

of knowledge information. The method summary in

have autonomous learning, autonomousdetection and

references on the environment awareness guided by users

functional imitation.For the optimization of map awareness

in

references,an

method,it needs to adopt artificial intelligence algorithm to

environment awareness scheme with user guidance is

improve the autonomous learning ability of intelligent

firstly proposed.When intelligent equipment enters the

devices.

VSLAM

is

environment,the

shown

in

equipment

Table3.In

scans

and

locates

the

IV. MAPPING AND DEEP LEARNING

surrounding environment through the sensing device,and

The development direction of intelligent devices is to

generates a map with coordinates,then the map semanteme

obtain autonomous learning ability and autonomous

is segmented according to coordinates[69] for the effect

judgment ability.For complex and changing environment

awareness on the whole environment,which depends on the

elements, the combination and use of RGB-D SLAM

semantic tags established in the scanning and sensing

technology and depth learning algorithms is one of the

process of sensing devices.In references [68], [73],

research hotspots.In this chapter,the method of integrating

[74],RGB-D camera is used for environment element

artificial intelligence and RGB-D SLAM technology is

collection and the segmenting calculation and identification

discussed from two aspects,which are deep learning-image

of objects.The experiment shows that the man-machine

VO(visualodometer) and loop detection-deep learning,by

interaction can be used for complete recognition and

comparing

judgment. In reference [72], intelligent devicesare equipped

intelligence with the classical SLAM technology.

with

human-computer

interactive

the

VSLAM

technology

with

artificial

devices.Thus,the

intelligent devices can combine the information of map
DOI:10.17605/OSF.IO/G8QDJ
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A.

Visual Odometry
VO(visual odometer) is called the front-end system of

table. 4.In the discussion of image feature extraction

the VSLAM system.The pose of the visual sensor,the

above,it emphasizes on the ORB feature of FAST angular

transmission of information to the back- end and the

features,and compares the two adjacent frames.However,

optimization of camera poses and information data through

the artificial intelligence algorithm does not need

loop detection are all completed by VO [75]. The method

complicated extraction and matching operation,which

summery of the combination of VSLAM and depth

reduces the complexity of the algorithm and makes the

learning algorithms in references is shown in the following

system more intelligent.

Table 4. The method summery of the combination of VSLAM and depth learning algorithms
Literature

Means

Neural network library for geometric computer

The space transformation network is extended, and the regression on the classical

vision
Learning visual odometry with a convolutional
network

computer vision method is carried out during the designing process of network.
Architecture of end-to-end-based depth neural network is proposed to predict the
change of the speed and direction for camera.
The optimal feature representation of image data is studied by convolutional

Exploring representation learning with CNNs for

neural network, and is estimated by the visual odometer.Besides, the robustness of

frame-to-frame ego-motion estimation

the algorithm in dealing with image motion blur and illumination change is
described.
The neural network is used to detect the synchronization of sequential stereo
images, and the neural network is used for the synchronous detection of time

Unsupervised learning of depth and motion

sequence

three-dimensional

images,

wherein,

the

estimation

of

space

transformation between three-dimensional image sequences is converted into
synchronous

detection

and

this

network is

also called

unsupervised

synchronization / depth automatic encoder.

B.

Loop Detection
Asd Loop detection is also called closed loop detection,

which is the judging process in VSLAM system.In classical
VSLAM systems,the convolutional neural network is used
by some researchers for the extraction of image features.

VSLAM system is improved.And in complex and changing
environment,loop

detection

is

necessary.When

deep

learning algorithm is combined,the predicted data can be
compared with local information in loop detection so to
optimize the mapping effect.

However,the neural network has several levers,and there

C. Comparison between Deep Learning and Traditional

are differences in the image information description of

Mapping Method

every lever.For the description of image feature,Hou has

In this paper,the combination of VSLAM and deep

used the CAFFA framework of deep learning and

learning is discussed in front-end design of VSLAM and

combined with convolutional neural network for feature

loop detection.It can be concluded that,when combined

description in reference[80],which can describe images

with deep learning algorithm,the intelligent device obtains

from different angles.In reference [80],a plan of improving

the autonomous learningability,which greatly strengthens

the speed rate of image feature extraction based on depth

the awareness and judgement of the environment.The

learning framework (caffa) has been introduced by using

artificial

deep learning framework CAFFA for image feature

intelligence degree is improved qualitatively.Deep learning

extraction.In the references [78], [84],the visual location

has the following characteristics: (1) the foundation of deep

and scene awareness have been analyzed respectively, and

learning is the massive training and calculation of the data

the data source has been trained by neural network to

and deep leaning have autonomy; (2) the deep learning

improve image retrieval.With this method,the stability of

does

DOI:10.17605/OSF.IO/G8QDJ

not

interference

need

is

gradually

complicated

reduced,and

classification,and

the

the
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on Multispectral Image Processing and Pattern Recognition,
classification of elements is completed together with the
training

calculation.(3)deep

learning

has

adopted

2018.

multi-dimension information for training,which improves

[2] Z. Haijiang, W. Zhicheng, Z. Jinglin, W. Xuejing. Loose

the reliability of training results; (4)the use ofdeep learning

fusion based on SLAM and IMU for indoor environment.

on intelligent equipment can enhance the ability of

International Conference on Graphic and Image Processing,

improving man-machine interaction; (5) no complex

2018.

algorithm is needed to calculate results in the awareness of

[3] S. Dan, X. Xingyu, J. Bin, W. Zhonghai, C. Genshe, E.

image feature; (6) deep learning plays an important role in

Blasch, K. Pham. A robotic orbital emulator with lidar-based

the research of semantic map.To sum up,deep learning has

SLAM and AMCL for multiple entity pose estimation.

great potential in the field of SLAM, and it shows many

Defense + Security, 2018.

advantages compared with traditional methods.
V.

[4] R. WanPing, W. De Cheng. Numerical study of the

CONCLUSION

wave-induced slamming force on the elastic plate based on

This paper has discussed the RGM-D SLAM mapping
method

from

the

aspects

of

image

feature

MPS-FEM coupled method. Journal of Hydrodynamics,vol.
30, no. 01, pp.70-78,2018

extraction,integration with deep learning and space

[5] Z. SunChun, Y. Rui, L. JiaXin, C. Ying-Ke , T. Huajin. A

environment awareness.For image feature extraction,the

Brain-inspired SLAM System Based on ORB Features.

ORB feature extraction of angular points based on FAST is

International Journal of Automation and Computing, vol.14,

the

no. 05, pp.564-575, 2017.

mainstream

image,but,its

extracting

computation

program

complexity

ofVSLAM

needs

to

be

[6] L. Yunhui,Z. Fan, G. Ruibin, W. Jiangliu,N. Qiang,W.

improved.For the space awareness of semantic maps,it

Xin,W.

concludes that the spatial sensing scheme based on the

Applications. Chinese Journal of Electronics, vol. 7, no. 03,

combination of human-computer interaction and 3D spatial

p.446-458, 2018.

Zerui.Robot

Intelligence

for

Real

World

information is more suitable for the awareness of complex

[7] A. J. DAVISON. SLAM with a single camera //Proceedings

and changing environment elements,and it also needs to be

of Workshop on Concurrent Mapping an Localization for

improved in intelligent computation.For the integration of

Autonomous Mobile Robots in Conjunction with ICRA.

deep learning,the computation complexity and sensing

Washington, DC, USA, pp. 18-27, 2002.

detection capacity have been strengthened by combing with

[8] A. J. DAVISON. Real-time simultaneous localization and

deep learning algorithm.However,because the training

mapping with a single camera Proceedings of the Ninth IEEE

process of deep learning relays on database heavily,which

International Conference on Computer Vision. Washington,

brings limitation of intelligent equipment in database,the

DC, USA, pp. 1403-1410, 2013.

RGM-D SLAM system are still facing severe challenge in
the combination of deep learning for intelligenization.
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